Why You Need Data Integration—Now

Your data and continued demand for it are increasing.

Connecting to data spread across all your systems and environments — in the cloud, on-site, on edge devices, and streaming sources — requires a data integration solution.

What Is Data Integration?

Data integration technology makes it easy to connect to any data anywhere and automatically transform it so it can be delivered for immediate use to the right place at the right time — to improve the customer experience, make smart real-time decisions, and strongly compete.

Data Integration Benefits and Use Cases

Data integration sets the pace of your data-driven business. TIBCO's data integration capabilities automate access to multiple data sources for data sharing between operational systems and databases, for data as a service capabilities, and for enabling cloud migration and more:

- Empower your business users with self-service capabilities
- Support your most challenging analytic workloads
- Reduce the time between data capture and informed decisions and actions
- Ensure your data is accessed only by those entitled to view it
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TIBCO Data Integration Solutions

With TIBCO, users of any technical skill can seamlessly connect resources to accelerate digital business initiatives. You gain the ability to connect your data across your entire ecosystem — while reducing cost and time.

TIBCO supports all data integration styles and approaches. With TIBCO data integration, your business is ready to become more innovative and agile in today's competitive, rapidly evolving environment.

For more information, check out www.tibco.com/solutions/data-integration